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The probability for electron-positron pair production by the superposition of a Coulomb field and a 
constant crossed field (E = H, E'H = 0) is determined. The crossed field is taken into account ex
actly, and the Coulomb field is treated in the first Born approximation. Although each of the fields 
separately does not create pairs (we assume that the Z of the Coulomb field is very much smaller 
than 137), superposition of these fields leads to appreciable pair production when the intensity of 
the crossed field E ~ m 2c 3/ne. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WE considered pair production by an intense electro
magnetic wave on a heavy particle, which did not inter
act with the field of the wave, in 1964 (unpublished, 
see [1]). A similar investigation was carried out inde
pendently by YakovlevY] A series of articles by the 
authors of [3,4] has been devoted to the problem of the 
pair production of particles moving in a constant mag
netic field. However, in spite of the rather large num
ber of articles on this question, up till now the impor
tant case of electron-positron pair production by a 
Coulomb center located in a constant crossed field (a 
homogeneous field with E = H == B, E . H = 0) has not 
been investigated in detail. Two reasons account for 
the importance of this case: in the first place, for an 
ultrarelativistic particle (not traveling along the direc
tion of the field) a constant field of general form looks 
like (with a large degree of accuracy) a crossed field 
in the particle's rest frame; in the second place, thanks 
to the large value of the ratio of the proton mass to the 
electron mass, one would expect the approximation in 
which the proton mass (mass of the nucleus) is as
sumed to be infinite to have a considerable range of 
validity. 

It should be noted that the problem considered here 
has also recently gained considerable importance from 
the point of view of astrophysical estimates of the role 
of spontaneous pair production in the energy losses of 
heavy particles moving in intense electromagnetic 
fields. Thus, the energy region in which the major 
mechanism of energy loss is not bremsstrahlung but 
pair production is estimated in the work by Prylutsky 
and Rosental [5] for the case of protons moving in a 
magnetic field. These authors have also considered 
various consequences of pair production by ultrahigh
energy protons in the magnetic field of the sun and of 
the planets. On the other hand, knowledge of the de
tailed behavior of the probability for pair production by 
protons in the intermediate region l: ~ 1, where 
i; = B/Bo (Bo = m 2/ e = 1.25 x 10 13 • Heaviside units is 
the intensity of the so-called critical field), is essen
tial for estimates of the mechanism responsible for 
the acceleration of protons and nuclei in the shell of 

pulsars. G. B. Khristiansen has called our attention to 
this fact. 

The differential and total probabilities for pair pro
duction by a Coulomb center located in a constant f 
crossed field are calculated in the present article. The 
total probability, which is represented in the form of a 
double integral, depends on the single parameter t. 
The limiting cases of weak (i;« 1) and strong (i;» 1) 
fields are investigated, and the results of numerical 
calculations in the intermediate region are presented. 
Our results for the strong-field case qualitatively 
agree with the results obtained by other authors )2-4] 

In parallel with our work, Ritus [6] has considered 
the same problem, starting from the formula which he 
derived for the mass operator of a charged particle in 
a crossed field. We are happy to report that the ex
pressions for the total probability agree. 

2. THE PROBABILITY OF PAIR PRODUCTION 

Let us write the 4-vector potential of the crossed 
field in the form 1) aJ-Lkx, where ka = k2 = O. Using the 
method of calculating the probabilities for quantum 
processes in such fields (compare with [7]), we obtain 
the following expression for the square of the matrix 
element for pair production, summed over the polari
zations of the particles: 

~ "Mp,pl'=~(4~r-'I'{[(A,p+~ea) (A,P' -~ea) (1) 4 k. P.P. SB s~ 
',' 
q' am'] } __ A' - 2f1(kq)--A' <l>'(y)-(4f1)-'I'[e'(aA)' + 2f1(kq)A']<l>"(y) , 
4 e'a' 
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Here p', p, and q are the 4-momenta respectively of 
the electron, positron, and virtual photon, 

( ap ap') e'a' ( 1 1 ) e'a' (kq) 
a = e ki- kp" ~ = --s --;q;+ kp' = - S(kp) (kp') , 

am' 
y = (4~ ),/, e'a' , 

[ (eF.,q,)']'" 

m' 
(2) 

1)We shall use the units h = c = I, e2 /4rr = a = 1/137, and the nota
tion ab == (ab) = a ·b-aobo. 
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where the vector A'1l = A[J.( q) is related to the Fourier 
transform of the Coulomb potential A~ (q) by the rela
tion 

T= (12) 

The symbol { .•. } in Eq. (12) has the following mean-
A/'(q) = 2rt1i(qo)A/(q) =2rt1i(qo) (0,0, O,-iZel q'). (3) ing: 

The Airy function CI> (y) is defined by the relation 

llJ'(y)= allJ(y) . 
dy 

(4) 

The total probability for pair production is given by 

W=J~IM'I,d3p'd3p. (5) "-f P P (2rt) 6 

',' 
In what follows it is convenient to use the coordinate 

system in which the 4-vectors aiJ. and kiJ. have the 
components 

a" = (a, 0, 0, 0), k. = (0, O,ko, iko). (6) 

In this connection the vectors E, H, and Ex H of the 
crossed field will point along the 1-, 2-, and 3-axes, 
respectively, and E = H = ako == B. The quantum num
bers of the Volkov solution of the Dirac equation [7] are 
Ph P2, and p_. Furthermore, the components P3 and 
Po of the 4-vector PiJ. are determined from the condi
tions p2 = _m2, p_ = Po - P3 so that 

m~+p.l.'-P-' m'+p.l.'+p-' ) 
p, = ---. 2p_ po = 2p- Pol.' = PI' + p,'. (7 

Accordingly, let us change in Eq. (5) from an inte
gration over P3 and p~ to an integration over p_ and 
p~ : 

Now we note that the process under consideration is 
characterized by the conservation laws 

(8) 

q. = p. + pt', q, = p, + pz', q_ = -q. = p_ + p_', (9) 

Furthermore, it is convenient to change from the inte
gration variables Ph p~ to the variables ql, q~ = Pl 
- p~. The square of the matrix element does not depend 
on q~, and here 

f dqt' = 2e BT, (10) 

where T denotes the total time for observation of the 
process. In fact, the integral over the phase cp' 
= ko(x3 - t) 

EdCP' exp [ - iscp' + i ; q/' - i ~ cp"] 

in the matrix element (compare with [7]) reduces to the 
Airy function by the replacement of cp' by z': 

, a z' 1 [q. ,,] z' (11) 
cp =8~-(4~)'I'=2ea q_(p--p-)-q. -(4~)'f" 

Since the effective values of z' and ql are finite, the 
"center of gravity" of the effective values of cp' is 
determined by the value of q~, which also leads to 
expression (10). 

Then changing from the variables P2, p_, p~, and 
p~ to the variables q2, q_, T, and p = pj q_, we obtain 

a'Z'm ~ ,. ~ • ~ at. J 
T-'W=-,.-. fdq.l.qddrp J dq-q- JdrJ dT, ' 

n (: 0 0 0 0 __ q yp-p-

ql = qJ.. cos <p, q, = qJ.. sin '1', q' = q.l.' + q-', 

2 [m'q '(1 +T') L .. }=_.l. +p(1-p)q'+mTqJ..q'(1-2p)sinrp 
q_' 4p(1-p) 

] 2m'a [ q' ] -m'T'q.l.'sin'rp llJ'(y)+-- .1.. -qJ..'cos'rp llJ"(y), 
yq-' 4p(1-pl 

y = ( m )'" a 
2sp(1-p)q- . 

Here the integration over cp is elementary to per
form. Then integrating over T (compare with r8,9]) we 
obtain 

T-IW=u.'z'mS~dus~dXf~. dv . {[4+v(_2 -1)(X-1) 
:t' " ,x. v'[v(v - 4) )" xu< 

] ( 1)V(V-2)(~U)'I'., } +6(x-1) <1>.(z)-2 1--;- u' -;;- <1> (z) ; 

__ ( v ) 'I, ( XU' ) 
"- - 1+-, 

~u v 

1 q_' 
V= p(1-p) = p_p_" 

q' 
X=-, 

q-' 

q-
U=-, 

m 

<1>.(z) = S dt<1>(t). 

(13 ) 

By making the appropriate change of variables, one 
can carry out one more integration in (13). Assuming, 
for example, that 

u=wlx, v=4slx 

and then integrating with respect to x, we obtain 

a'Z'm S~ -S ds { 2s 1 (1 )'f. l- 'W=_-._ dw -.- --,(s-1)'/'+-s'f'Arth 1-- <1>,(z') 
rt' S·I. 3w' 2 s 

o I 

- [ 2S: 1 (s _ 1) 'f, - S'I. Arth ( 1-+ ) '1 !~ (~:) '/~,(Z') }, 

z'= (4snw)'I'(1 + w'/4s). (14) 

The integrands in expressions (12)-(14) have the 
meaning of differential probabilities. However, if one 
is not interested in differential distributions, then one 
can simplify formulas (13) and (14) by integrating by 
parts. Thus, integrating the terms of the integral 
containing (x - 1) tf> l( z) twice by parts with respect 
to v (and using the relation CI>(z) = z-lCl>"(z)), from 
expression (13) we obtain the formula first found by 
Ritus:[6] 

• 4a'Z'm S- ~S dx S- dv { 
T- W=--,- du - '[ ( -4)J'f' <1>.(z) 

n OIXoi,VVV 

_ V(2~:'1) (s: ('( 1- : )llJ'(z)}. 
In similar fashion one can easily find the following ex
pression instead of (14): 

T-'W = a'Z'mJ (~), 

J (~) = _1 ~'I, -S~[ -<1>' (z') J ·s· dB {[ 7 + 2s + 
2rt' z' B'f. 6s 

Zo 6 1 

(1-s)B 

8'z'~'I'(13s -1) ] ( 1 ) '1. a'z'~'I, ( 1 )'f'} + 1__ ---Arth 1--
24s' s 2s' s 

(15) 

Zo = 3/ ~'I" s = 1/4B'[z'~'I, - B]. 

Here eland e 2 are the positive roots of the equation 
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z's';' = 8 + 4/8'. (16) 

The results of a numerical calculation of the function 
J( r;) in formula (15) are shown in the accompanying 
figure. 

3. LIMITING CASES AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the limiting case of a weak field, r;« 1, the 
values zeff» 1 are effective, and the Airy function 
can be replaced by its asymptotic expressionyo1 Then 
we obtainfl1 

a'Z'm ( S )'/, (2"1'3) T-·W=--_- --= exp -- . 
2"1'n 2"1'3 S 

Let us cite the effective values of the integration 
variables appearing in expressions (12)-(14): 

(17) 

(V-4)eff, (X-i)eff, (U-2'h):ff ==(qjm-2';'):ff - S, 

2 _ ' ' '" 2 (18) 
Teff-(p,/m)eff-~' (q.c/m)eff' (p-/m-2-;')eff-S· 

It follows from (18) that in the effective region q_ 
(which is equal to p_ + pJ ~ m21/2. This means that 
even in a weak field the particles of the pair are 
created relativistically (otherwise one would have 
q_'" 2m and p_, p~ ", m). However, the relative velocity 
of a pair's components is not large: vr ~ e/2 « 1, so 
that for a / v r ", a / e/2 2 1 it would also be necessary 
to take their Coulomb interaction into consideration. In 
the opposite limiting case of a strong field we have2) 

where C = 0.577 is Euler's constant. The effective 
values of the integration variables are as follows: 

(19) 

(~)' (~)' -s-' (~)' -1 (..!L)' -s-'-;.-1 (20) 
mefe' meff 'meff 'meff . 

Formula (19) agrees qualitatively with the results 
obtained in[2,31, where only the logarithmic term was 
considered. The coefficient associated with the 
logarithm agrees relatively well with the approximate 
calculation by ErberY1 

We note that with respect to the method of calcula
tion, Erber's result refers to pair production by a 
Coulomb center although it is applied in order to esti
mate the probability for pair production by an electron. 
The case of pair production by a Coulomb center was 
not considered in the article by Baler et al.,[41 but one 
can obtain the result from the formula for WOF (con
taining a fourfold integral) if the mass of the initial 
particle tends to infinity. Here the contributions to the 
probability coming from WFF and WFO must vanish 
(as to the meaning of the notation WFF, WOF, and 
WFO, see (41). By making such a change in the second 
formula (31) of[41 and taking account of the factor % 
which was omitted in the initial formula, we obtain the 
logarithmic term of our formula (19). We note that the 
conditions for the applicability of the second formula 
(31) in[4) turn out to be less stringent than the condi
tions cited in(4), and they allow the limiting transition 
to the case of infinite mass. 

The results obtained so far are valid for pair pro-

2)Some of the details of the derivation of formula (19) are given in 
our preprint (11) . 

Plot of the function J(n determining the probability for pair pro
duction (see formula (15)). 

duction by a Coulomb center (provided 01 Z « 1). How
ever, under condition (23) one can also use these re
sults to obtain the probability for pair production by 
nuclei. If a nucleus of mass M has 4-momentum PfJ. in 
the laboratory reference frame, then taking account of 
the motion of the nucleus amounts to making the follow
ing substitutions in formulas (12)-(15) for the total 
probability: 

S --+ [(eF.,P,)'F' / Mm', T-+ TM / Po. (21) 

If the quantities q_/m and v are also written in invar
iant form 

(22) 
v = (F.,q,) , / [(F.,p,)'(F.,p,')'j '" 

and if the variables r;, qjm, q2, T, and v are under
stood as the corresponding invariants, then the inte
grands appearing in formulas (12)-(14) will represent 
the differential probabilities for pair production by a 
heavy particle in the field F Jllh in particular, in the 
presence of a magnetic field. 

Finally, the last remark, which we owe to Ritus, 
concerns the range of validity of the derived results. 
For r;» 1 the effective value of qj m is ~ r;-t, so 
that for r; ~ (M/m)1/2 the work of the field over the 
length (1/ qJ eff is of the order of M, that is, during 
the evolution time of the process the heavy particle's 
state of motion is substantially changed by the field, 
and it is necessary to take this change into conSidera
tion. Therefore, our results are applicable for nuclei 
provided that 

s~(M/m)'j,. (23) 

In this connection, formula (19) does not have a region 
of validity for pair production by nuclei. In fact, the 
function J( r;) in formula (15) reaches the asymptotic 
regime (19) for values of r; (r;1/3 » 1, that is, r; ~ 103 ) 

at which the approximation of an infinitely massive 
nucleus is no longer valid. 

In conclusion we thank Y. 1. Ritus for fruitful dis
cussions. We also thank A. T. Matachun for program
ming the numerical calculations. 
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